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James Ernest Brown announces the publication of his new book,
Electric Ancient Egyptians: Penetrating The Atom With Electrified Sperm

Pagosa Springs, Colorado: August 11, 2015, James E. Brown, author and independent Egyptian
researcher, announced the release of his new ground-breaking book, Electric Ancient Egyptians:
Penetrating The Atom With Electrified Sperm. Brown hypothesizes that ancient Egyptian pharaohs
understood natural forms of energy, such as static electricity and electrical currents. He believes they
were manipulating atomic structure with electrified human sperm, using it as an igniting catalyst to
transmute elements as part of their royal duties. Brown asserts that temple carvings and artifacts reveal
that the ancient Egyptians could generate electricity and electrify specific parts of the human body. The
abundance of gold didn’t represent wealth but was used instead to facilitate remarkable uses of natural
forms of energy. Gold would have been the metal of choice since it is the best electrical conductor.
Brown has concluded that what have been misinterpreted as ceremonies were in fact visual instructions
for stimulating electrical and energetic pathways throughout the body and brain of the living pharaoh.
This radical re-interpretation of ancient Egyptian symbolism is the first in a series of three volumes.
These books are the result of more than thirty-five years of original research and evidence gathered
from grassroots research expeditions to Giza, Luxor, Saqqara, Abydos and Abu Simbel. This groundbreaking and ongoing research presents compelling evidence that many traditional interpretations of
ancient Egyptian monuments, artifacts, and temple and tomb art, need to be reconsidered and reevaluated. Brown states that “Our eyes are the tools for critical interpretation and the scientific and
technological implications for free energy are enormous.”
About James Brown and the Ancient Energy Research Center: James Brown has been a general
contractor for over fifty years. His family-owned construction business has won five national awards
for energy efficiency. Since 1977 he has diligently researched how the ancient the Egyptians
understood and used natural forms of energy such as lightning, static electricity, and telluric currents.

